
Comp2403 Obstacle Avoidance - FSM  
C.B.Price September 2021 
 
Purpose To learn how to code a finite-state machine for obstacle avoidance 
Files Required Arduino Sketchbook and Octave scripts on the web-pages 

 
ILO Contribution LOs 1 & 3  
Send to Me  nix 
Homework Read chapters 1 & 2 

Activities 
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Reading the Code template 
(a) Download and unzip the Arduino Assets, if you have not done so; I suggest you place them on the 
desktop. 
(b) Open the sketch CBP_2403_R_ObjAvoid_FSM which contains some template code for you. If you 
can’t see line numbers, select File > Preferences and tick the box. 
(c) Note the following: 
 

lines 10-11 includes to grab the libraries required 

lines 14-17 defines for the pins 

lines 26-28 defines for the states – you can change these 

lines 31-35 global variables 

lines 37-53 setup code (called once). Does prep work; sets pins to IN 
or OUT, attaches servos, stops them, prints some info 
(you can change this) and finally sets the first state 

lines 58-93 FSM structure using switch and cases 
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Coding the Finite State Machine 
 
The template uses 3 states I have chosen. You can choose to do something else, perhaps add more 
states or use your own names. Start by getting something simple working. A diagram of my FSM is 
shown below. 
 
(a) Working from this diagram and using code from the last activity, code up the three states in this 
machine.  
 
(b) For debugging, add lines to print to the serial monitor id necessary. Here’s some examples 
 

Code Monitor display 
cprintf(“Arrived Here\n”); Arrived Here 
cprintf(“driveR = %f\n”,driveR); driveR = 35 
cprintf(“driveR = %f, driveL = %f\n”,driveR,driveL); driveR = 35, driveL = 35; 

 
 



 
(c) Now test out your FSM on the arena 
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Some Investigations of the simple state machine 
 
There are 3 numbers which you can change in the above FSM. These are 
 

300 distance threshold 
delay(1000); delay for STATE_BACKWARD 
delay(1000); delay for STATE_TURN_LEFT 

 
So, think about the effect of these and change them one at a time and discover their effect. 
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Build your own FSM with more interesting behaviour 
 
Perhaps you have done this already – great! 
 
If you have time and energy, you could replace the USonic sensor with two whiskers. There might be 
an additional worksheet available. 

  


